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[This paper is part of the Focused Collection on Curriculum Development: Theory into Design.] This
manuscript discusses how learning theories have been applied to shape multiple aspects of the design of
curricular activities combining interactive computer simulations and University of Washington style
tutorials (so-called simulation-tutorials). When considering the curriculum goals (what to teach), we drew
on theories of representational competence and learning with multiple representations. When considering
how to teach, we drew on theories of constructivism and sketching to learn, leveraging the advantages of
sketching as a constructive process that requires students to make their current understanding explicit in
visual form, to make specific choices in order to make their ideas concrete, and to organize information to
support deep processing. When considering when and why to sketch, we drew upon theories of
representational competence, learning with multiple representations and inventing to prepare for future
learning to describe six distinct purposes of sketching both prior to and while working with the simulation.
This is illustrated by presenting specific sketching tasks to show how theory informed the design and the
sequencing of the tasks. We followed a design-based research method, working at two institutions in two
countries and with multiple cohorts of students to understand, and where necessary improve, the design of
these activities, primarily basing our decisions on the sketches that students had created. The key message
of this research is that the design and sequencing of sketching tasks needs to be carefully matched to the
pedagogical rationale and that theory can shape these decisions in many ways.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevPhysEducRes.16.020139
I. INTRODUCTION
Expert physicists use representations such as equations,
graphs, and diagrams to reason about phenomena, imagine
new situations, test ideas, and explain their findings to peers,
students, and the general public (e.g., Refs. [1,2]). They
know how such representations work, how they relate to one
another, and how to select an appropriate representation for
the task at hand. Based upon their experimental and ethno-
graphic studies with chemists, Kozma and Russell termed
these skills and practices “representational competence” [3].
Since then, other researchers have documented how repre-
sentational competence is not limited to chemistry but is
found across the science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics disciplines, for example, in biology [4,5],
geology [6], mathematics [7,8], and physics [9–12].
Various authors have pointed out the role of representa-
tional competence in physics in terms of problem-solving
ability, deep understanding, emergent insights, and transfer
of knowledge across contexts [9,13–17]. Students need to
be able link multiple representations to learn from physics
texts and communicate physics ideas [18]. And, although
representational competence is fundamental to professional
practice across the scientific disciplines, abundant research
has shown that it is very demanding for students to acquire
(e.g., Refs. [3,5,19,20]). For physics in particular, various
studies have documented students’ difficulties in employ-
ing representations correctly and using them consistently
and reflectively [21–24].
Kozma and Russell [3] proposed a developmental pro-
gression consisting of five levels and used this to explain
how people acquire representational competence. At level 1,
representations are treated as depictions, perceptually
similar to the underlying phenomena. At level 2, this
knowledge is supplemented as students recognize some
symbolic aspects of representations but they focus on the
surface features. Elby [25] refers to this as “what you see is
what you get” and provides vivid descriptions of its
application; for example, in the classic example of a
velocity-time graph of a cyclist going over a hill, where
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some students expect this graph to be hill shaped. Then as
students’ experience develops, at level 3, they may be able
to interpret formal representations but are limited to
reasoning about them syntactically and relating them to
others in a syntactic fashion (e.g., using surface features
rather than their underlying meaning). For example, given a
position-time graph and a table of velocity values, students
might reason syntactically “the slope of the line is decreas-
ing and so are the numbers in the table.” However, when
students master semantic use of formal representations
(level 4), they relate representations to the underlying
meaning of the physical phenomenon they represent.
This means they can go beyond syntactic reasoning to
think about what such representations mean and relate them
through this understanding (e.g., “the graph and the table
are both showing decreasing velocity”). At the final stage
of representational competence (level 5), people have the
abilities to choose and reflect on the most appropriate
representation for a given task, and use specific features of
representations to justify their claims in a social context.
Thus, as experts they have become reflective rhetorical
users of the representations of their professional practice
with fully developed representational competence.
This manuscript discusses how learning theories have
been applied to develop tasks that center on sketching,
which we define broadly as the purposeful construction of a
visual representation. All the tasks were intended to support
visual learning with simulation-tutorials. These simulation-
tutorial activities combine question sequences in the style
of the University of Washington tutorials [26] with inter-
active computer simulations, and are intentionally con-
structed to support the development of representational
competence in quantum mechanics. The simulation-tuto-
rials were designed for intermediate (junior or senior) level
undergraduate quantum mechanics and tested with students
at both U.S. and UK universities with different student
populations and quantum mechanics curricula [27,28]. The
activities leverage features of interactive computer simu-
lations, including interactivity and direct feedback, visu-
alizations that can make the invisible visible, the use of
multiple representations, and allowing students to quickly
change parameters to explore relationships between quan-
tities [29–33]. Our approach is aligned with work in
chemistry education that has utilized interactive computer
simulations to promote representational competence [19].
We define “visual learning” as the processes of interpret-
ing and constructing visual representations in order to
enhance understanding of these representations and the
underlying physics concepts and phenomena (i.e., represen-
tational competence). Note that here and throughout we use
the term “visual representation” to denote diagrams, pictures,
and graphs, and “symbolic representation” to denote math-
ematical (algebraic) expressions. Although our central con-
cern is with visual representations, they do not exist in
isolation, and thus we are also concerned with their
relationship to other forms of representations, especially
symbolic representations. Definitions of representational
competence as well as theories of learning and use of
multiple representations (e.g., Refs. [18,34]) emphasize that
understanding how representations relate to one another is
fundamental to their successful use. Moreover, abundant
research (e.g., Refs. [16,18,35,36]) shows that knowing how
to relate representations can be particularly challenging for
students and accordingly, instruction should focus on sup-
porting students in this task (e.g., Ref. [37]).
To advance our understanding of theory and to improve the
educational experiences for our students,we adopted a design-
based research approach (DBR). DBR aims to design and
implement educational experiences for specific contexts and
systematically study them to iterate their design and advance
understanding of theory [38–40]. Theory, for design-based
researchers, is not grand but “humble” in that it addresses
domain specific learning processes [41]. Consequently,
although it may draw on both grand theories (e.g., construc-
tivism) as well as the more specific, the intended outcome of
the research is a theory that explains and improves learning by
generating practical design principles for a particular set of
concepts and contexts. Thus, our overarching research ques-
tion was how sketching combined with interactive tutorials
canbest be designed to support the development of representa-
tional competence in quantum mechanics.
This manuscript discusses how learning theories shaped
the curriculum goals, the overall pedagogical approach and
choices made at the level of activity phases, individual tasks
and their sequencing in the simulation-tutorials. To this
end, the manuscript is structured as follows: In Sec. II, we
show how learning theories shaped what students should
come to know (i.e., representational competence in quan-
tum mechanics). In Sec. III, we show how they influenced
the overall pedagogical approach in terms of sketching to
support learning. In Sec. IV, we show how learning theories
shaped when students sketched and why sketching needed
to play very specific roles to support learning in the
designed activities. In Sec. V we illustrate how students
responded to these activities to reflect on our choices and
improve them where needed. Section VI returns to explore
how these findings shaped our understanding of the roles of
theory in our activities.
II. REPRESENTATIONAL COMPETENCE IN
QUANTUM MECHANICS
The first way that learning theory shaped the design of
the activities was in setting out the overall learning goal of
representational competence in quantum mechanics. We
thus here adopt a domain-specific (i.e., physics subject
specific) definition of representational competence [42,43]
rather than defining it in the absence of specific content.
When we refer to how representations work in general,
we instead draw on diSessa’s conceptualization of meta-
representational competence [44].
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A common finding in quantum mechanics is that
students can perform calculations but then struggle to
interpret and evaluate their results [45]. The resources
described in this article aim to help students master visual
representations of quantum ideas and reason through them
starting from the known mathematical expressions. Our
stance is that mastery of both visual and symbolic repre-
sentations of quantum ideas can reduce incorrect ideas
based on algorithmic use of mathematics, allow for
multiple approaches (both quantitative and qualitative) to
solving a problem, allow checks of consistency to evaluate
and interpret outcomes, and support the development of
representational competence in terms of expertlike problem
solving.
Visual representations in quantum mechanics can pose
particular challenges due to the complex nature of the wave
function, the inherent uncertainty in some of the quantities
that are depicted (such as in the semiclassical vector model),
the abstract nature of quantum properties such as spin, large-
dimensional Hilbert spaces (the difference between real
space and Hilbert space), and the potential confusion with
similar depictions in classical mechanics [46,47].
Representational competence in quantum mechanics
involves the interpretation and construction of canonical
visual representations. Both of these aspects are challeng-
ing for the learner. For example, the solutions to the one-
dimensional infinite well and the harmonic oscillator are
commonly depicted by showing the potential energy, the
first few energy levels, and the associated spatial parts of
the energy eigenfunctions all in a single nested diagram
(see, e.g., Fig. 1 in Ref. [48]). In these diagrams, the vertical
dimension has two different meanings, namely, energy and
the amplitude of the wave function. While these diagrams
are very efficient, the multitude of features require a high
level of representational competence in order to success-
fully reason with them. This is not a problem for experts,
but may require additional instruction for students. As
another example, the modulus squared of the spherical
harmonics as angular solutions to the hydrogen atom
electron are often depicted via three-dimensional graphs.
In our experience, it is challenging for students to interpret
these graphs correctly in terms of directional probability
densities that contain no information on the distance
between electron and proton.
An example of the challenges of constructing represen-
tations in quantum mechanics and transforming across
them is shown in the student work in Fig. 1. The student
has correctly stated the mathematical expression for the
wave function of an energy eigenstate in an infinite square
well. However, when they transformed this symbolic
representation to a visual one, they ignored the imaginary
component of the wave function, leading to an incorrect
visual representation where the wave function does not
remain normalized as a function of time. This lack of
consistency between representations can indicate that the
student was not able to connect them by considering their
common underlying physics meaning.
Being able to use visual representations to describe
physical systems is an important curriculum goal, and
one that students need support to develop. Consequently,
we now turn to considering the pedagogical approach that
we adopted in an attempt to achieve our ambition.
III. HOW SKETCHING CAN
SUPPORT LEARNING
The second way that learning theory shaped the design
of the activities was in setting out the foundational
assumptions that underpin the overall pedagogical
approach: in other words, how sketching should be used.
Broadly speaking, the approach taken is constructivist, as
the intent of the activities is that learners should be active in
the construction of their own understanding (e.g.,
Refs. [49,50]). Specifically, we draw on Chi’s definition
of a constructive learning activity [51], in which a learner
produces an overt output that goes beyond a simple
restatement of any studied material in a thoughtful way.
Thus, Chi suggests that explaining, elaborating, making
predictions, and reflecting are all constructive activities, or
have the potential to be if learners do so meaningfully. In
our pedagogical design, we focus on how sketching visual
representations can be a constructive learning activity.
The last decade has seen an increasing interest in the role
of sketching (or drawing) as a way to support students to
learn in science. In 2005, Van Meter and Garner found that
only a small number of studies explored drawing to learn
and that the area had been mostly inactive since the mid
1980s [52]. Since that review (and partly because of that
review), the situation has changed markedly. There have
been high profile calls for the value of drawing to learn
[53], new theories of drawing to learn proposed [54],
special editions of journals published [55], and such a large
body of new empirical studies that meta-analysis [56] and
systematic reviews [57] are now available. Broadly speak-
ing, these accounts align to suggest that sketching can be
utilized to be a very effective way to learn in science.
Although precise definitions can vary, and some authors
use the term sketching, some drawing, and some self-
generated graphical representations, the essence of the
argument is that students benefit by constructing for
themselves a representation that is visual in form. Like
the researchers cited above, we exclude graphically
FIG. 1. An example of student work showing inconsistency
between representations for the time development of an energy
eigenstate in an infinite square well. The student has written the
correct mathematical expression, but an incorrect visual depiction.
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organized text (e.g., mind maps, concept maps) from our
definition of sketching; however, some also excluded
graphs (e.g., line graphs, histograms) whereas we do not.
Sketching to learn can be used for many different
purposes and we describe some of these in detail in
Sec. IV. However, the theoretical rationale underlying
our general approach is that sketching can be a constructive
process that helps learners make their current understand-
ings explicit in visual form. This helps students monitor and
reflect on the accuracy of their understanding by activating
relevant schemas (knowledge structures), and supports
them to overcome any gaps and misconceptions in this
understanding. This claim is common to other constructive
activities such as generating explanations for others or self-
explanations for oneself (e.g., Ref. [58]). However, in
contrast to a written summary or a verbalization as in a
self-explanation, sketching results in a permanent, explicit,
visual representation. This brings additional benefits.
Visual representations are specific as they require
explicit choices to be made [59]. They can augment
memory by reducing load on short-term memory so that
it can be used more efficiently (e.g., Ref. [60]). Visual
representations organize information by grouping together
relevant information so that perceptual search is more
efficient. Consequently, learners can benefit from more
automatic inferences that seem to emerge rather than
having to be laboriously constructed [61]. It is these
properties of visual representations that have been argued
to result in additional or deeper learning, as compared to the
learning of scientific concepts through textual representa-
tions [62] or verbal self-explanation [63]. Moreover, con-
structing your own visual representation has been shown to
help overcome shallow processing compared with inter-
preting a given visual representation, where it is possible to
skip over or only skim the representation (e.g., Ref. [64]).
IV. WHEN AND WHY TO SKETCH
The third way that theory influenced our design was in
the choice of when and why students sketched. We first
focus on when to sketch. In the existing literature on
sketching to support visual learning from simulations
(which here encompasses animations) learners have been
asked to sketch prior to interacting with a simulation to help
students prepare to learn, during work with a simulation to
deepen their understanding of the representations shown, or
after interacting with a simulation to reflect upon this
learning (e.g. Refs. [65–67]). Our activities utilized sketch-
ing in two of these three phases (see Fig. 2). Students first
were asked to work on problems independent of the
simulation, constructing visual representations before
being presented with visual representations in the simu-
lation (phase 1). They then engaged in new sketching
activities whileworking with the simulation to support their
understanding of these representations (phase 2). Reflective
sketching after completing work with the simulation was
not included due to length and time constraints on the
activity.
This two phase approach is aligned with that articulated
by Schwartz and colleagues [68,69] whereby students are
encouraged to prepare for learning by first working
independently to solve problems prior to being exposed
to expert solutions. In other words, rather than students
being told what to do and then practice it, they attempt parts
of the task for themselves first. For example, in inventing to
prepare for future learning, (IPFL), Schwartz and Martin
[68] describe how IPFL was used with high school students
learning statistics. Students first interrogated simple data-
sets (phase 1), were then given a lecture on representations
such as histograms and box and whisker plots, and then
practiced what they had now learned. It should be noted
that no student was found to have invented a correct
solution in phase 1. However, when comparing their
performance on subsequent tests to students who had
received the traditional lecture and then practice approach,
students in the IPFL classes performed equally well on
straightforward tests but better on tests where they needed
to learn new ideas during the test. Schwartz et al. [69] used
a similar approach to teach physics concepts (e.g., density
and speed), comparing students who first invented solu-
tions using carefully chosen contrasting cases to students
who first were told solutions before studying the contrast-
ing cases, and again found similar benefits. Brahmia et al.
developed physics invention tasks in which students gen-
erate mathematical quantities prior to formal instruction on
these topics [70]. They found substantial gains in con-
ceptual understanding following the implementation of
these tasks into introductory physics courses. Thus, we
hoped that our two phase approach of asking students to
sketch visual representations without the support of the
simulation before then sketching again with it should
Phase 1. Without simulation support
Students sketch familiar 
representations and construct/invent 
unfamiliar representations they 
later see in the simulation for a 
particulary simple case.
Phase 2. With simulation support
Students sketch the representations 
shown, and construct representations 
different to those seen and reason
through them.
FIG. 2. The two phases of the simulation-tutorial activities
discussed in Secs. IVA (phase 1) and IV B (phase 2).
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provide similar advantages for deeper learning. Our activ-
ities intended students to develop an appreciation of the
structure of visual representations in quantum mechanics,
and thus to be able to transfer their learning to new
examples in the future.
The choices ofwhen to sketch in terms of these two phases
were crucial to informing why we chose specific sketching
tasks and how they were designed to enhance students’
learning. Accordingly, we will now describe the theoretical
rationale for the specific activities involving sketching in
phase 1 (Sec. IVA) and then phase 2 (Sec. IV B). We show
that there are distinct roles that sketching serves in both of
these phases. We provide examples of tasks that utilize these
different roles of sketching from two different simulation-
tutorial activities in quantum mechanics. Only tasks that
include sketching or further roles of sketching are discussed
here, but it should be noted these were not the only sorts of
task included in the activities. Finally, we will end Sec. IV C
by returning to considering when students sketch, but
this time in a more fine-grained manner. We consider the
role of theory in the sequencing of the specific tasks within
each phase.
Two different simulation-tutorials were chosen in
Secs. IVA and IV B to show that these roles of sketching
apply across multiple quantum mechanics topics imple-
mented in simulations with different visual representations.
Consequently, before describing these activities we will
first contextualize them by briefly describing the two
different simulations.
The two simulation-tutorial activities described below
focus on the topics of time development of quantum states
and first-order time-independent perturbation theory. The
associated simulations are very different in terms of their
visual representations. The “time development of infinite
well quantum states” simulation [71] includes dynamic,
animated graphs (that can be stopped and stepped through)
including both the real and complex parts of the wave
function in two- and three-dimensional depictions. In
contrast, the “energy corrections in a perturbed infinite
well” simulation [72] only includes static graphs that are
wholly real (not complex) and only show one variable as a
function of position as well as an energy level diagram (see
Fig. 5). Thus, the visual representations in the time
development simulation are more challenging in terms of
their inherent dynamical nature, complexity, and dimen-
sionality. However, both simulations include visual repre-
sentations that are likely to be unfamiliar to students. In the
case of time development, this includes the complex
depictions of the wave function and for perturbation theory,
the product graph of two curves.
A. Sketching to prepare for learning
with the simulations
Sketching was used for three distinct purposes prior to
working with the simulation: students were encouraged to
sketch to activate their prior knowledge, to transform
across representations, and to invent representations. In
all of these cases, no visual representation was provided to
students. For each purpose, we will now outline the
theoretical rationale and then illustrate a specific sketching
task to show how theory informed the design.
The sketching tasks discussed in this section are within
the simulation-tutorial time development of infinite well
quantum states (see Fig. 3). The activity and associated
simulation are described in more detail in Ref. [28]. The
tasks in Fig. 3 are taken from the beginning of the activity
(phase 1 in Fig. 2) before the students have interacted with
the simulation. The example sketches in Fig. 3 were
purposefully selected to be correct and illustrate important
features with respect to the coding scheme discussed in
Sec.VA.The learning goals of the activity are for students to
develop a visual model for the time evolution of the wave
function and how it gives rise to the time evolution (or lack
thereof) of the probability density. The first phase of the
activity aims to prepare students to understand the visual
representations they later see in the simulation by construct-
ing these representations themselves for a particularly
simple case (that of the ground-state energy eigenfunction).
The focus is on interpreting the time evolution ψ1ðxÞe−iE1t=ℏ
FIG. 3. Abbreviated versions of tasks A, B, C, and D of the time
development of infinite well quantum states activity and sample
student sketches. They are a subset of the tasks that are asked of
students prior to working with the simulation (see Supplemental
Material [73] for the full activity). The roles of sketching in these
tasks are to activate prior knowledge (task A), to transform across
representations (tasks B and C), and to invent representations
(task D).
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visually as a rotation of the ψ1ðxÞ curve in the com-
plex plane.
Students will interact with the associated simulation [71]
following these tasks. The simulation depicts a wave
function at a single point ψðx0; tÞ in the complex plane
(Argand diagram) and for all points as a 3D graph of ψðx; tÞ
with axes depicting the real and imaginary parts of ψ as a
function of x. It also shows the associated probability
density jψðx; tÞj2. Students can choose to display the
ground state, the first-excited state, and a superposition
of these states.
1. Sketching to activate prior knowledge
The first sketching task to help students prepare to learn
from the simulations (task A in Fig. 3) was designed to
activate their relevant prior knowledge. There is abundant
evidence that learning can be enhanced when students are
asked to retrieve already known material prior to engaging
with learning new content (e.g., Refs. [74–76]). These
authors (and others) argue that by doing so a learner can
more easily establish connections between their existing
knowledge and the new content, thus enhancing under-
standing and recall. A large number of techniques or
strategies have been utilized for this purpose, including
simply asking learners to bring to mind their relevant prior
knowledge, discussion in small groups, being asked to
adopt a particular perspective, or answering exploratory
tasks. Of particular relevance to our work are those studies
that have found that using visual representations to activate
prior knowledge is effective (see Ref. [77] for a review),
especially those where learners construct their own repre-
sentations. Wetzels et al. conclude that this is effective,
especially when students have appropriate prior knowledge
to draw upon [77]. Moreover, as the activation of prior
knowledge will result in an external, inspectable, visual
representation, students will be able to benefit from the
properties of visual representations articulated in Sec. III.
Task A in Fig. 3 is the first task in the activity and asks
students to sketch the ground state energy eigenfunction at
time t ¼ 0. This is a familiar graph that students have seen
several times in both the lectures and their textbook, and one
that they should know frommemory. In addition to activating
the prior knowledge required in subsequent tasks, this task
also primes students for the activity in that sketchingwill play
a more important role than mathematics in this activity.
2. Sketching to transform across representations
In the next sketching tasks (tasks B and C in Fig. 3),
students were encouraged to construct a second representa-
tion on the basis of an existing one. For example, they were
asked to sketch a graph given amathematical expression or to
describe their sketch inwords. The rationale underlying these
activities is that students benefit from actively working with
multiple representations. By doing so, students can develop
deeper understanding of phenomena, see the relationships
between ideas, create more abstracted understanding that
supports generalization, and develop their understanding of
the purposes of representations (e.g., Refs. [34,78–80]).
Thus, students need to actively integrate representations to
develop their representational competence.
Although many of these benefits have been found when
students relate two given representations, this is notoriously
difficult for students and many simply avoid doing so,
working solely with one representation (see Ref. [18] for a
review of studies). One solution to this dilemma is to
automatically link representations, so that actions on one
representation are automatically reflected on a second one
(e.g., Ref. [34]). An example would be a user editing values
in a table and a corresponding graph being updated
automatically. This is the approach takenwith the interactive
simulation in phase 2 of the activity (see Fig. 2). However,
while thismay reduce the difficulty ofworkingwithmultiple
representations, it is, of course, only possible when the
representations are digital. However, amore general concern
is that without appropriate support this approach may leave
students too passive, not encouraging deeper processing of
the relation between representations. When students need to
generate one representation from another, it is a more
constructive activity. Hence, the key requirement of the
design for phase 1 is that students should be able to achieve
this difficult task. Therefore, the examples with which they
work should be relatively simple.
There are two transformation tasks in this phase of the
activity that use the ground state wave function as a
particularly simple case. First, Task B in Fig. 3 asks
students to transform from a symbolic to a visual repre-
sentation, and then from the visual representation to words.
Students are asked to take the value of the wave function at
a single point (the center of the well), and sketch how the
wave function at this point evolves with time. We antici-
pated that this task would be challenging. Thus, to help
students with this task, they are provided with the axes for a
complex plane graph and four specific times at which to
evaluate the temporal part e−iE1t=ℏ of the wave function
(giving values of 1, −i, −1, and i, respectively).
Second, task C in Fig. 3 has students sketch the entire
wave function at of one these times, namely a time when
the function is completely imaginary, giving iψ1ðxÞ. This is
again a transformation from a symbolic representation to a
visual representation. The result is a sketch with a very
familiar shape (the same shape as in task A), but with a
different quantity along the vertical axis.
Within the context of the activity, these tasks serve to
prepare students for the visualization they will see in the
simulation and for the invention of a 3D representation of
the ground state wave function (task D).
3. Sketching to invent representations
In the final sketching task in this phase (task D in Fig. 3),
students were asked to sketch a representation they have
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not previously seen. We did not want them necessarily to
recreate a textbook representation but instead to think
about a phenomenon and then invent a visual representation
that encapsulates its key components. When completing
this task, students utilize both their knowledge of repre-
sentational forms in quantum mechanics and their meta-
representational competencies, e.g., in terms of designing
representations that should be complete, parsimonious, and
systematic [44].
The design and placement of our invention task follows
the IPFL approach of Schwartz (e.g., Refs. [68,69]) in that
it occurs prior to exposure to expert canonical representa-
tions in the simulation. As argued in Sec. IV, in the design
of such tasks, there is no necessity to ensure students invent
a correct representation. The key to success seems to be that
after attempting to generate a solution for themselves,
students are given feedback about correct solutions (e.g.,
Ref. [81]), perhaps even more so when this solution is
unexpected [82]. Thus, in our activity design, it was
important that when subsequently working with the sim-
ulation in phase 2, students will be interacting with a
correct representation, which they are encouraged to
actively process.
In task D in Fig. 3, students are asked how they might
plot the entire wave function at all times. Up to this point,
they have sketched the entire wave function at two different
times (one where it was entirely real and one where it was
entirely imaginary), as well as a sketch of how a single
point on the function evolves with time. Students are now
tasked with how they might include all of this information
in a single sketch. As mentioned above, it is not expected
(or even desired) that students discover the canonical
visualization that they will see in the simulation. This task
was designed such that students would have to deeply
consider all the information they have worked with thus far
and attempt to integrate all the pieces. This task also
prepares them to better understand the visualization they
will interact with in the simulation.
B. Sketching while learning with the simulations
We now turn to our considerations of how sketching was
used when students were learning with interactive simu-
lations, i.e., with multiple external representations. Again,
sketching was used for three distinct purposes: students
were encouraged to sketch to support observation, to
understand the properties of a visual representation, and
to support reasoning. For each role, we again outline the
theoretical rationale and then illustrate a specific sketching
task to show how theory informed the design.
This section discusses the simulation-tutorial activity
energy corrections in a perturbed infinite well (see Fig. 4).
Note that this is a different simulation-tutorial activity to
that from Sec. IVA. The activity and associated simulation
are described in more detail in Ref. [27]. The tasks in Fig. 4
are the first four tasks of the second phase of the activity
with simulation support (phase 2 in Fig. 2). The final two
tasks of the activity are not discussed here as they do not
include either sketching or new roles of sketching. The
example sketches in Fig. 4 were purposefully selected to be
correct and illustrate important features with respect to the
coding scheme discussed in Sec. VA. The screen shot in
Fig. 5 shows the setup of the simulation that students use
for task E in Fig. 4.
The activity develops a visual understanding of the first-
order time-independent energy corrections Eð1Þn to the nth
energy eigenstate for an infinite square well, where the
superscript “(1)” stands for first-order correction. For the
cases shown in the simulation where the perturbations to
the infinite well are functions VðxÞ, the first-order energy
correction of the nth eigenstate is given by the integral of




0 VðxÞjψnðxÞj2dx. The learning goals of the activ-
ity are for students to be able to reason visually about the
sign and relative magnitude of the energy corrections by
considering the shape and symmetry of the VðxÞjψnðxÞj2
product curve.
A screen shot of the associated simulation [72] is shown
in Fig. 5. The left-hand panel depicts an energy level
diagram, with the unperturbed (dashed lines) and perturbed
(solid lines) energies displayed. Students can choose
different perturbations and set their strength via the
middle “main controls” panel. The right-hand panel shows
the potential energy VðxÞ, the probability density jψnðxÞj2
corresponding to the selected energy level and the
resulting product graph. The top right panel gives the
formula for the energy correction and its sign for the current
configuration.
1. Sketching to observe
The first sketching task with the simulation (task E in
Fig. 4) focused on observational sketching. The purpose of
this task was for students to recreate for themselves without
further elaboration a visual representation that they were
shown. Thus, the sketch does not contain ideas that go
beyond the visual information shown. It is simply intended
to overcome passive processing of visual representations to
ensure that students are more active. When students sketch
something they observe, it helps them attend to details and
subtle properties that might otherwise not be observed [52].
Sketching has been found to help students overcome the
“seductive details” effects of visual representations that
can result in shallow processing (e.g., Ref. [83]). Finally,
when a student sketches their own copy of a graph on a
screen, they then have a permanent record of the repre-
sentation to consult, and the act of copying it will likely aid
memory retention [84].
Task E in Fig. 4 asks students to sketch all of the visual
representations shown in Fig. 5 without any transformation
or elaboration. This task aims for students to observe more
closely the visual representations shown and their features.
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These features include the unperturbed and perturbed energy
levels and their labels in the energy level diagram (left-hand
panel in Fig. 5), and the shapes and axis labels of the three
graphs of the perturbation, probability density and product
curve (right-hand panel in Fig. 5). Sketching the product
graph of the perturbation and probability density in par-
ticular requires students to note where the function is zero
and where it is maximal. Sketching all three graphs on
individual axes requires students to match up particular
points, e.g., locations of minima. In order to ensure that
students sketch the energy level diagram and all three graphs
shown in the simulation, the task has additional scaffolding
(not shown in Fig. 4) of an empty energy level diagram and
three empty sets of axes without any labels.
2. Sketching to understand the properties of a visual
representation
The next sketching task (task F in Fig. 4) involved
constructing a representation that students had seen and
sketched previously, but one that was different in terms of
the individual underlying features. The aim of this sketch-
ing task was to help students master the properties of a
canonical representation, as understanding how such rep-
resentations encode and present information is a key
literacy of science (e.g., Refs. [3,85]). This task was
included as abundant research suggests that students can
lack this representational knowledge (e.g., Refs. [18,86]),
and yet it is clearly a prerequisite to be able to reason with
the representations. In the case discussed here, this form of
FIG. 4. Abbreviated versions of tasks E, F, G, and H of the energy corrections in a perturbed infinite well activity and sample student
sketches. They are only a subset of the tasks that are asked of students while working with the simulation (see Supplemental Material
[73] for the full activity). The roles of sketching in these tasks are to observe (task E), to understand the properties of a visual
representation (task F), and to reason (tasks G and H). Tasks E and H provides three blank axes for students to use that scaffold the
sketching of graphs of the perturbation, the probability density, and their product.
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sketching does not include a physics context, so that
students can focus on the properties of the visual repre-
sentation without needing to additionally link the repre-
sentation to domain knowledge. Thus, the task is aimed at
helping students understand the properties of the repre-
sentational system.
Task F in Fig. 4 asks students to sketch the product graph
of two functions without reference to a physics context, and
thus focuses on sketching to understand the properties of a
graph of the product of two functions. Students need to
consider the shape of the product curve (here that the product
of two linear functions is a quadratic function), its sign, the
locations ofminima andmaxima, and axis labels and values.
This sketching task intentionally uses functions that are not
depicted in the simulation, so that students must apply the
methods illustrated in the simulation in this new case.
3. Sketching to reason
The final two tasks in Fig. 4 (tasks G and H) involve
sketching to reason with and through the representations.
This is one of the core practices of science [1–3] and hence
one of the key reasons it has been suggested that sketching
should be integrated into science education (e.g., Ref. [53]).
Sketching to reason can involve making a sketch based on
underlying physics principles, or making a sketch to draw
inferences and justify claims. When sketching to reason,
the sketch can also be transformed to another representation
to justify a claim or to assess the correctness of a statement
in scientific discourse (e.g., Ref. [87]). Success in these
reasoning tasks builds upon many of the aspects of visual
learning that were practiced in the earlier sketching tasks
and consequently are placed after these tasks.
Tasks G and H in Fig. 4 both ask students to sketch to
reason. Task G (i) leverages the affordance of the simu-
lation to quickly explore a large parameter space to
discover relations. This task aims for students to explore
the perturbations in the simulation to deduce that pertur-
bations with odd symmetry will give zero energy correc-
tions for all energy eigenfunctions, as the product curve
Vjψnj2 will be odd for this case. Thus, the task aims for
students to use the concrete examples in the simulation to
deduce a general principle about the energy corrections.
Task G (ii) then asks students to sketch a perturbation
different to the ones shown in the simulation that would
have zero energy corrections for all energy eigenfunctions.
This task aims for students to reason using the abstract
principle they have found in the previous part. Sketching is
particularly well suited to this task, as it requires students to
make their ideas concrete in terms of sketching a particular
curve. Asking students to generate a different sketch to the
ones shown aims to promote semantic reasoning based on
the underlying meaning of the graphs in the simulation and
their relation to the energy correction.
Task H (see Fig. 4) uses student dialogue to confront
common incorrect ideas used by students. This technique is
commonly used in the University of Washington Tutorials
in Introductory Physics [26]. Often there are one or more
incorrect statements and students are asked to determine
which statement (if any) is correct and to explain their
reasoning. The dialogues in these tasks can focus on
concepts, on representations, and/or on procedure. Task
H focuses on procedure through visual representations.
In Task H, two statements are provided, the first of which
voices a common incorrect idea, namely, that the energy
FIG. 5. A screen shot of the energy corrections in a perturbed infinite well simulation with the setup that students use for task E of the
activity.
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correction depends only on the average value of the
perturbation. The second statement draws attention to
the equation for the energy correction and correctly
describes the process for solving the problem. Both state-
ments are visual in their description but only use text and
equations. The task asks students to sketch in order to
determine which statement is correct. It provides three
blank axes for students to use, cueing the sketching of three
graphs (of the perturbation, probability density, and product
graph) as done previously in the activity. After sketching to
determine which statement is correct, students are asked to
correct the incorrect statement. This requires attending to
particular features of their sketches and transforming their
sketches into verbal and mathematical descriptions to
compare with the given student statements. Thus, the
sketch in this case leads on to further cognitive processes,
namely transforming across representations, drawing con-
clusions and justifying claims.
C. Sequencing of sketching tasks
We now return to the issue of when students sketch, and
consider how theory guided the sequence of sketching tasks
within each of the phases shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In common
with studies of activation of prior knowledge (e.g.,
Refs. [74–77]), it is necessary for sketching to activate prior
knowledge (task A in Fig. 3) to come before students are
asked to use this knowledge to transform across representa-
tions or invent a representation. The IPFL approach by
Schwartz et al. [68,69] does not specify the order of the
transformation and invention tasks B to D in Fig. 3. The
ordering of these tasks was not determined by theory, but
rather by the particular physics and representational context.
In this case, the transformation from symbolic to two-
dimensional visual representations is an important scaffold
to prepare students for the invention of a three-dimensional
visual representation. In line with the IPFL approach, it is
necessary to have students invent a representation in phase 1
of the activity before seeing a canonical representation in
phase 2 with simulation support.
Regarding the sequence of tasks in phase 2 of the activity
shown in Fig. 4, it is reasonable to start with observational
sketching to ensure that students carefully observe the
representations they see in the simulation. This task aims to
enhance student success in the later tasks, when they
explore the simulation to deduce general principles about
the energy corrections and engage in more challenging
sketching tasks. The sequencing of the sketching tasks to
understand the properties of a representation and to reason
are underpinned by considering representational learning as
a two-stage process: Students first need to master the
properties of canonical representations before using them
flexibly to reason and justify claims [88]. Separating these
two stages can be argued to promote mastery of visual
representations and representational competence. This
progression in the roles of sketching mirrors a progression
in representational competence and in terms of expertlike
use of representations [3] (see Sec. I), albeit one dramati-
cally shortened in timescale.
V. ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS’ RESPONSES
In this section we present our analysis of students’
responses to these sketching to learn activities at two
institutions [the University of St Andrews (StA), UK
and California State University Fullerton (CSUF), USA]
with different student populations and quantum mechanics
curricula. As we followed a DBR approach, we analyze
student work (and present examples) and include examples
of iteration by addressing modifications made to the tasks
based on student responses. The aim of this analysis was to
assess whether this designed curriculum with the scaffold-
ing put into place (in terms of the activity, peer and
instructor support) afforded students opportunities to suc-
ceed at the sketching tasks, i.e., to assess the success of our
design and look for evidence of when it needed refinement.
After discussing the methodology in Sec. VA, this
section is organized with part V B discussing the three
roles of sketching without simulation support from Sec. IV
A and part V C the three roles of sketching with simulation
support from Sec. IV B. Because of the limited variability
in students’ sketches for the roles of activating prior
knowledge and to observe, the discussion of these roles
is quite brief. Roles with substantial variability in students’
sketches (especially sketching to invent) are discussed in
greater detail.
A. Methodology
At StA, the fieldwork was conducted by administering
the simulation-tutorial activities in two junior-level core
quantum mechanics courses following a wave mechanics
instructional approach. StA is a selective, research-
intensive institution in the UK. At CSUF, the activities
were administered in a third-year introduction to quantum
mechanics course (time development) and a senior-level
quantum mechanics course (perturbation theory), both
following a spins-first instructional approach [89]. CSUF
is a large, teaching-intensive, Hispanic serving institution
in southern California, USA. Two of the authors (A. K. and
G. P.) were instructors of these courses. Class sizes ranged
from 70 to 100 students at StA and 25 to 35 students
at CSUF.
At both institutions, students started the activities in a
class period as collaborative learning activities with the
instructor (and a second person at StA) acting as facilitator,
and then completed them as homework. They typically
completed the first phase without simulation support and
roughly half of the second phase with simulation support
during the class. Instructors walked around the room and
interacted with students as they worked through the activity
in small groups, asking questions to promote discussion
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and support student thinking. At StA, the activities were in
a lecture hall, but with a layout allowing all students to be
reached by the instructor. At CSUF, the classroom tables
were rearranged so students could work in groups of four
and the instructor had the opportunity to have multiple
interactions with each group. We draw on our experiences
designing and administering these activities over three
years across the two institutions for time development
and perturbation theory respectively. Unless otherwise
stated, examples and analysis below were drawn from
the most recent version of each activity, with N ¼ 102 (78
StA and 24 CSUF students) and N ¼ 61 (44 StA and 17
CSUF students) for time development and perturbation
theory respectively. Earlier iterations are only referenced to
illustrate how changes to activity design (such as task
wording) seemed to influence student responses.
The most important aspect of our analysis was students’
sketches. Unfortunately, there is no universally agreed way
to code sketches in the research literature. Consequently,
through discussions among all authors, we developed
multiple fine-grained approaches to provide evidence
about whether each task fulfilled its specific purpose rather
than apply a single coding approach throughout. Coding
approaches were matched to sketching roles as shown in
the two left-hand columns of Table I. The approaches were
operationalized in terms of features of interest for the
sketching tasks as shown in the two right-hand columns of
Table I; these features are described in more detail in each
of the subsections below. It should be noted that these
features of interest seemed most salient in terms of the
coding approaches, but we do not suggest that they are
necessary or sufficient for the coding of these sketches.
As required, codes could address both the content of the
sketch (e.g., the accuracy of the shape of a curve or
particular features such as symmetry or adding arrows to
depict time evolution) as well as standard representational
requirements (e.g., axis labels and values). Therefore, for
tasks such as those intended to activate prior knowledge,
our focus was on accuracy in terms of content and form,
while in other cases such as sketching to invent, the focus
was instead on the types of sketches generated and what
features were represented.
For the invention task sketches (task D), the coding was
developed inductively and iteratively. Sketches were first
grouped by how they utilized different axes and the
sketches made previously. Then through discussion by
all the authors we refined the coding to the four higher-level
categories shown in Fig. 7. Subsequently, we revisited all
sketches to ensure that they did fit into these categories. All
sketches were coded for the features of interest in Table I
initially by a first coder, and then all sketches were double
checked by a second coder blind to the first person’s scores.
Both coders were paper authors (A. K. and G. P.). Interrater
reliability in terms of percent agreement was high through-
out, ranging from 88% to 100% for axis labels and values
(median 97%), 89% to 100% for the shapes of the curves
(median 98%), 92% for the symmetry of the curve in task
G, and 95% to 99% for other features (median 97%) such as
the sense of direction in task B. Interrater reliability was
also calculated using Cohen’s kappa. The values of kappa
ranged from 0.71 to 1.0 across all of the categories,
implying satisfactory to perfect agreement. These high
reliability values reflect the fact that the coding scheme was
sufficiently explicit that it did not require substantial
TABLE I. The two left-hand columns give an overview of the approaches used to code students’ responses that were developed to
align with the intended roles of sketching. The two right-hand columns show how these approaches were operationalized in terms of
features of interest for the specific sketching tasks from Figs. 3 and 4. More details on these features are given in Secs. V B and V C.
Sketching role Coding approach Tasks Features of interest
To activate prior knowledge Domain accuracy; completeness in terms
of standard representational requirements




Inclusion of particular features in the
transformed representation
B, C Circular sense of rotation (B)
Radius value (B)
Values at given points (B)
Axis labels (C)
To invent representations How previous sketches were redesigned,
combined and extended; how particular
challenges in depiction were solved
D Axes used
How time evolution depicted
To observe Domain accuracy; completeness in terms
of standard representational requirements
E Shapes of the curves
Axis labels
To understand the properties
of a representation
Accuracy in terms of particular features F Shape of the curve
To reason Domain accuracy; attending to the appropriate
features of the sketches to reason; consistency
between sketch and reasoning
G, H Odd symmetry (G)
Shape of the curve (H)
Area under the curve (H)
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subjective judgement. Therefore, the first coder’s scores
were taken throughout.
B. Findings: Sketching to prepare for learning
with the simulations
This section describes student responses to the sketching
tasks A to D (prior to working with the simulation) of the
time development of infinite well quantum states simula-
tion-tutorial activity (see Fig. 3). In this and the following
section (Sec. V C), we report percentages for the features of
interest for both institutions combined. Results for the two
institutions were markedly similar, with the same trends
observed across the different student populations.
1. Sketching to activate prior knowledge
Task A of the time dependence activity asked students to
sketch to activate prior knowledge of the ground state
energy eigenfunction ψ1ðxÞ at time t ¼ 0 (see Fig. 3). This
is a graph that is familiar to students and that they will
likely have sketched before, and therefore we expected
students to have no difficulty answering this task.
Students completed this task quickly with very little
instructor intervention. Given the goal of activating prior
knowledge, we coded students sketches in terms of their
accuracy (the shape of the curve), and their completeness in
including axis labels and values. Students sketches almost
always had the correct shape (95% correct), and included at
least one value on the x axis such as “0,” “L=2,” and “L”
(98%). The majority of responses labeled the horizontal
axis “x” (78%) and the vertical axis “ψ” or “ψ1” (67%).
There was little variation in students’ sketches to this task.
The main variation was whether students chose to also
include the potential energy well in their sketch, with 35%
of sketches doing so. This limited variation in sketching a
familiar representation was in contrast to sketches of
unfamiliar representations, where there were often large
variations in students’ sketches (see Secs. V B 2 and V B 3).
In summary, this task worked well in terms of activating
relevant prior knowledge, as students were able to complete
the sketching task quickly and successfully with minimal
support.
2. Sketching to transform across representations
Tasks B and C of the time dependence activity required
students to transform from symbolic to visual and from
visual to text representations (see Fig. 3). Task B asked
students to use a given formula to sketch the time evolution
of the ground state energy eigenfunction at a particular
point (giving a circle in the complex plane), and task C
asked students to plot the full eigenfunction at a particular
time where it is wholly complex [giving iψ1ðxÞ]. Task B
also asked students to describe the time evolution in words.
From our experience in the classroom, we found that this
set of tasks was challenging for students and typically took
20 min for students to complete. For the coding of students’
sketches transforming symbolic to visual representations,
we were more interested whether or not particular features
were included than in overall correctness given their limited
experience at this point in the activity. Students’ sketches to
task B were coded for the features of direction of rotation,
circle of constant radius, and values of the function at the
four times provided. Students’ text explanations to task B
were coded for inclusion of these same features. Task C
was coded for whether the student had sketched the entire
function or only a single point, and whether they had
correctly identified the imaginary axis.
On task B, almost all student sketches (92%) correctly
sketched the shape of a circle with a constant radius, but
attention to other features (direction of rotation, radius
value, and values at given points) was more variable. We
considered sketches with these features to be high quality
and sketches without these features to be low quality. Two
example sketches are shown in Fig. 6. Sketch (a) is a low-
quality sketch containing none of the additional features,
whereas sketch (b) is a high-quality sketch including all
three features. One of the benefits of sketching is to force
students to make decisions about different aspects of the
quantity being sketched. The high-quality sketch illustrates
that the student has thought about and made decisions
regarding the direction of rotation, the radius value, and the
value of the function at different times. In contrast, the low-
quality sketch only suggests that the student evaluated the
function at four points, indicated by the tick marks located
along each axis. However, there is no information about the
directionality, the radius value, and where along this path is
time t ¼ 0. While showing the sense of rotation was quite
common (80% of sketches), only 60% of sketches included
a radius value (and 46% a correct radius value), and 29% of
sketches showed the phases or times at the four points in a
variety of correct and incorrect formats.
Task B also asked students to describe the time evolution
in words. This required a transformation from a visual
FIG. 6. Two example student sketches to task B. Sketch
(a) shows a low-quality sketch that contains very little informa-
tion. Sketch (b) is high quality in that it contains additional
features including the direction of rotation, the radius of the
circle, and the values of the function at different points.
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representation into words. One-fifth of students (21%)
wrote a complete description mentioning the constant
radius and direction of motion (although very few identi-
fied the value of the radius). Most students wrote a partial
description of the time evolution (58%). These partial
descriptions were missing at least one of the three features
mentioned above. A further 20% of students did not write
anything in response to this task.
Task C asked students to sketch the wave function for all
positions at a different time, one where the wave function is
entirely imaginary, which is a representation students may
not have seen previously. This is again an instance of
sketching to transform from symbolic to visual representa-
tions.We found that 75% of the students were able to sketch
thewave function and identify the vertical axis as imaginary.
A further 15% of the students reproduced the same type of
sketch from task B that only displays the value of the
function at a single point, rather than the function for all x,
which is an important bridge to the invention in the next task.
In summary, the transformation tasks were challenging
for students, but most students included at least some of the
relevant features. While all students completed the sketch-
ing tasks, there were a number of blank responses for the
transformation to text. This may indicate that students
found the text description of a sketch either more chal-
lenging or perceived it as less worthwhile compared with
transforming the symbolic to visual representations.
Additional scaffolding to support high-quality sketches
and especially text descriptions (such as prompts to check
that all information has been included) may be useful for
future iterations of the activities to increase success in
transforming across representations.
3. Sketching to invent representations
Task D from the time-dependence activity asked students
to consider how they would visualize the time evolution of
the entire function using a three-dimensional representation
(see Fig. 3). The sequencing of tasks provided students with
previous sketches made of the entire wave function at two
different fixed times and the wave function at a fixed point
as a function of time. The invention task required students
to synthesize and extend these previous sketches (requiring
both an understanding of the individual sketches as well as
the relations between them), and was thus expected to be a
challenging task. In this invention task, students had to
solve two problems: how to add a third axis to the sketches
they had made so far with only two axes each, and how to
depict the time evolution given that there are four param-
eters in total (the real and imaginary parts of ψ , x, and t) but
only three axes. Given the aims of the invention task, we
coded students’ sketches in terms of their form and content,
focusing on how the problems of three axes and depicting
time evolution were solved, and how previous sketches
were synthesized and extended. We did not code for
correctness as this was of less interest.
In total, 69% of responses to task D included a sketch;
19% of sketches only included empty labeled axes and are
not discussed further. Figure 7 shows examples of sketches
seen in response to this task that illustrate the different ways
that previous sketches were extended, redesigned, and
combined. The figure illustrates the wide range of invented
representations, of forms that are rarely seen in textbooks.
Students solved the problem of the three axes mostly using
the complex plane (Re and Im) and x. Other solutions
included the complex plane and t [sketch (c)], or only one
component of the complex plane, x and t [the left and
middle sketches of (e)]. Students solved the problem of
depicting the time evolution in multiple ways: they
included a time axis [as for (c) and the left and middle
graphs of (e)], overlaid multiple snapshots at different times
[as for (e), the top graph of (f) and (g)], included arrows
showing the sense of motion [as for the right graph of
(e) and (f)], or added text descriptions of the motion [as for
(a) and (g)]. Or they failed to depict time evolution at all
[(b) and (d)].
We now discuss the sketches in Fig. 7 in terms of
synthesizing and extending previous sketches. Figures 7(a)
and 7(b) show sketches that extended the circle 2D
representation from Task B to create a 3D depiction by
sketching a sphere (the text states “a spinning sphere”) or a
cylinder. These are 3D representations familiar to students
from other physics phenomena. However, these depictions
are missing the visual representation of the wave function.
They seem to only use the sketch from task B in terms of its
surface features (the form of a circle) rather than focusing
on the underlying meaning (the wave function at a fixed
point in the complex plane). 7% of sketches fell into this
category.
Figures 7(c) and 7(d) each accurately represent the wave
function, but neither of them completely answer the task.
Figure 7(c) is a redesigned version of the sketch commonly
drawn for task B, with the time added as an additional
dimension instead of indicated with points on the circle.
This sketch is accurate, however, it does not include the
wave function for all positions. 11% of sketches were
redesigned versions of a previous sketch; more common
was to redesign the sketch to task A or to task C to include a
third axes, so that axes included both the real and imaginary
parts of ψ .
Figure 7(d) combines the two sketches from tasks A and
C into a single sketch. This sketch is also accurate,
however, it does not include the time evolution. 10% of
sketches fell into this category, with some sketches instead
combining the sketches from tasks A and B. The sketches
(c) and (d) are more advanced than sketches (a) and (b) in
that they consider the meaning of the previous sketches in
terms of the wave function at a fixed position or a fixed
time, but are missing one aspect of the full 3D depiction.
The remaining figures (e), (f), and (g) all show three-
dimensional representations that combine and extend
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previous sketches, e.g., by depicting two-dimensional
projections, the time evolution as well as a 3D graph. In
total, 50% of sketches fell into this category. Sketches (e),
(f), and (g) utilize two different approaches to progress
from two to three dimensions. In sketch (e), the student has
separately drawn progressions in time for the real and
imaginary components (that have a correct 90° phase
difference). This student has also succeeded in combining
the individual graphs of the real and imaginary parts into a
single 3D depiction (albeit with a shifted origin).
Figures (f) and (g) show a different path towards a 3D
representation, that extends the complex plane graph
generated in task B of ψðL=2; tÞ to consider the time
evolution at other fixed positions. The value of ψðxÞ
determines the radius of the circle and therefore the radius
changes with position. Sketch 7(f) shows an intermediate
stepping stone towards a 3D representation, by extending
the circle drawn in task B to two concentric circles, each
depicting the time evolution of the wave function at a
different position as well as a full 3D representation. Sketch
7(g) shows the full time evolution as well as four circles
showing the circular projection of the time evolution at four
positions.
We were impressed by the wealth and quality of
students’ invented representations. While their attempts
were not always fully successful, students solved the
challenges inherent in the invention task via a range of
different approaches, and built on previous sketches in
multiple ways by redesigning, combining, and extending
them.
FIG. 7. Examples of students’ sketches illustrating the different ways that previous sketches were extended, redesigned, and combined
in the invention task (task D in Fig. 3).
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C. Findings: Sketching while learning
with the simulations
This section describes student responses to the sketching
tasks E to H (with simulation support) of the energy
corrections in a perturbed infinite well simulation-tutorial
activity (see Fig. 4).
1. Sketching to observe
TaskEof the perturbation theory activity (see Fig. 4) asked
students to sketch the energy level diagram and graphs they
see in the simulation (see Fig. 5) for one of the given
perturbations and the ground state. No elaboration or trans-
formation of the graphs and diagrams students see in the
simulationwas required for these sketches. The aims of these
sketches are for students to closely observe the representa-
tions shown and their features. Given these goals, we coded
students’ sketches in terms of their correctness and their
completeness in including axis labels and relevant features.
Students completed this task without needing instructor
intervention, and all students made the four sketches
required for this task. Students’ sketches for this task were
almost always correct (≥95% for the shapes of the curves
for the three graphs), and included labels (≥89% for the
three graphs and ≥87% for the energy level diagram) and
relevant features (97% sketched the unperturbed and
perturbed energy levels). Thus, the sketching task was
effective in its aim of getting students to attend to features
of the representations shown. The high percentage of
correct answers is not surprising given that students were
directly sketching what they see. Thus, observational
sketching is not a challenging task.
In a previous version of the activity, we did not include
additional scaffolding of three empty sets of axes for the
three right-hand graphs in Fig. 5, and task E had been
phrased as follows: “How can you see the energy correction
of the ground state and its sign for a given perturbation (i) in
the left-hand energy level diagram in the simulation (ii) in
the bottom-right graph in the simulation? Explain both
using sketches.” We found that this version of the task did
not work well for part (ii), in that the majority of students
(53%, N ¼ 89 for this earlier iteration) only sketched the
product curve Vjψnj2, not the graphs of the perturbation V
and the probability density jψnj2. However, the aim was for
students to observe all three graphs closely, in order to link
them together in terms of the graphs of V and jψnj2 being
the cause and the product graph Vjψnj2 the effect. We
therefore rephrased this task to explicitly ask for sketches of
V, jψ1j2 and the product curve Vjψ1j2 shown in the
simulation, and added three empty sets of axes below
the task text (not shown in Fig. 4). With these changes
incorporated, all students sketched the three individual
graphs in response to this task.
In summary, this latest version of the task worked well in
getting students to closely observe the representations
shown in the simulation, as students’ sketches were
complete and correct with minimal support needed beyond
the simulation. The changes to the task text and the
additional scaffolding in terms of empty axes were effective
in ensuring that students sketched all of the visual repre-
sentations shown in the simulation.
2. Sketching to understand the properties
of a visual representation
Task F of the perturbation theory activity asked students
to sketch the product of two graphs without reference to
underlying physics context (see Fig. 4). The aim was to
separate out mastering the ability to create a product graph
and reasoning through this graph about energy corrections.
This task had previously been part of a formative
assessment given after an earlier version of this activity,
where we had found student difficulties with sketching a
product graph. It was common (30% of responses, N ¼ 63
assessments for this earlier iteration) for students to sum the
two curves instead of multiplying them, leading to a
horizontal line along the x axis. This error is not surprising
given that the graphical addition of two curves is a common
technique taught in introductory physics, e.g., for the
superposition of waves on a string. By moving this task
from an assessment to the activity, we provided students
with the opportunity to practice while having the simu-
lation, other students, and the instructor for support.
Given that we anticipated this sketching task to be
challenging with common types of errors, the coding of
students’ sketches focused on the shape of the product
curve and how this related to addition and multiplication of
the two given graphs. Excepting a small number of
responses (5%) with no sketch, the shapes of the product
curves in students’ sketches all fell into the three different
types shown in Fig. 8. All three types of sketches are
entirely negative, which indicates that students are multi-
plying the function with positive values by the function
with negative values. The linear sketch (a) would be the
result of adding gðxÞ to an inverted fðxÞ. While this sketch
indicates the students are taking into account that the two
functions need to be multiplied so that the result will be
entirely negative, the curve itself would be the result of
addition, not multiplication. The sketch in (b) recognizes
that the product of two linear graphs will result in a
parabola, and the sketch in (c) goes one step further to
consider the concavity of the resulting parabolas via the fact
that the product curve consists of two piecewise parabolas.
Although only graph (c) is technically correct, all three
have productive elements in terms of being negative
throughout and having a minimum in the middle and
indicate that students are “on the right path” regarding
multiplying functions graphically. While the majority
(52%) of responses to task F were fully correct, sketches
(a) and (b) in Fig. 8 were also common (23% and 20%,
respectively).
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In summary, students found the task of constructing a
product graph of two curves not depicted in the simulation
reasonably challenging. While many graphs were not fully
correct, they all contained productive elements and includ-
ing it within the activity rather than in a formative assess-
ment did indeed increase accuracy. This indicates the
importance of a sketching task focusing only on the
properties of the representation without the physics content
for this challenging representation.
3. Sketching to reason
Tasks G and H of the perturbation theory activity asked
students to sketch in order to reason. Task G (i) (see Fig. 4)
aimed for students to deduce from the simulation that a
perturbation with odd symmetry will give zero energy
corrections for all energy eigenfunctions. Task G (ii) then
asked students to sketch a perturbation different from the
ones shown in the simulation that would have zero energy
corrections for all energy eigenfunctions. Thus, this task
used sketching to reason in terms of applying a general
principle to sketch a concrete curve that fulfills this
principle.
Reasoning through a sketch in an expertlike fashion
requires that students attend to the appropriate features of
their sketch. Thus, the coding for these tasks focused on
whether students’ sketches were correct, included the
features needed for successful reasoning, whether text
made reference to these features of the sketch, and con-
sistency between sketch and text.
Student sketches for task G (ii) were almost all correct in
having odd symmetry with respect to the middle of the well
(93%), and included a range of curves including piecewise
constant, piecewise linear, and trigonometric curves. Only
64% of students added text explanations, but those that did
often correctly stated that their curve had odd symmetry
with respect to the middle of the well (74% of text
responses). All of the text explanations were consistent
with the sketch.
In a previous version of this task, the task just stated
“Sketch a perturbation different to the ones shown in the
simulation that would have zero energy corrections for all
energy eigenfunctions.” We found that some students
(11%, N ¼ 89 for this earlier iteration) simply sketched
the same perturbation as shown in the simulation but with a
negative rather than a positive slope (as shown in the
simulation if the slider is at negative values), and that only a
small number of sketches included a text explanation
(19%). Thus, it had not been sufficiently clear with this
earlier iteration of the task whether students’ sketches were
based on the principle of odd symmetry or only used a
syntactic approach (based on surface features of the
perturbation shown in the simulation). Given the aim of
promoting semantic reasoning based on the underlying
meaning of the graphs, we revised the wording to “Sketch a
perturbation different to the ones shown in the simulation
(this includes negative slider values) that would have zero
energy corrections for all energy eigenfunctions. Explain
your answer.” In the revised version of the task, 93% of
sketches were different in shape to the perturbation shown
in the simulation and 64% included a text explanation.
Thus, the revised version allowed us to better verify that
sketches were based on an understanding of the underlying
physical meaning and symmetry principles. However,
further improvement in terms of encouraging text explan-
ations would be useful.
Task H (see Fig. 4) gave students a fictive dialogue with
two statements, and asked them to make sketches to decide
which statements in this dialogue are correct and to correct
the incorrect statements. Thus, students sketched to then
reason about the given statements using their sketches. This
task was made more challenging in that the perturbation is
not shown in the simulation and the resulting product graph
was more complicated than any the students had been asked
to sketch up to this point. The version of task H shown in
Fig. 4 has so far only been used with StA students (N ¼ 72)
and these results are presented here. Almost all students
succeeded in sketching a product curve (99%). Even
though the product curves were not always correct (75%
fully correct), almost all curves had more area above than
below the x axis (92%), which was the feature needed for
successful reasoning. Almost all responses included text
reasoning (93%) and identified that statement B was correct
and statement A incorrect in the fictive dialogue (92%).
Students reasoning focused on the first-order energy
FIG. 8. The three types of sketches made in response to task F of the perturbation theory activity (see Fig. 4). Graph (c) is fully correct,
but all graphs contain productive elements, including that they are negative and have a maximum in the middle of the curve.
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correction being the integral of Vjψ1j2 rather than the
integral over V (67%) and the perturbation having even
rather than odd symmetry (44%). Note that some students
used both types of reasoning. All of the text explanations
were consistent with the sketch. For future iterations, we
plan to remove some of the scaffolding for this task, in
terms of removing the three sets of axes or removing the
correct student statement so that students need to formulate
the correct argument themselves. Given that this task is
close to the end of the activity, fading the scaffolding seems
an important aspect of transitioning students to make
appropriate representational choices themselves.
In summary, the majority of students included relevant
features needed to reason successfully in their sketches and
attended to these particular features in the reasoning. Even if
the sketch was not fully correct, reasoning was often
successful if the sketch included the correct relevant features.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this final section, we return to reflecting on how theory
influenced the curriculum goals, the pedagogical approach,
and specific choices made by the research team. We
consider how these theories, our understanding of the
context and students’ needs, and student responses led
us to refine and develop our “humble theory” of how
sketching can support visual learning with interactive
tutorials in quantum mechanics.
When considering the curriculum goals (what to teach),
we drew on theories of representational competence and
learning with multiple representations (e.g., Refs. [3,18]).
Although some authors suggest that domain independent
representational competence is possible [42,43], we
adopted a domain specific approach. We thus developed
an account of representational competence in quantum
mechanics, integrating theory from the learning sciences
with our knowledge as practitioners.
Theory-informed predictions about what students would
find easy and difficult were mostly supported in both
institutions, e.g., the relative ease of observational sketching
and the difficulty of transforming across representations.
Interestingly however, students seemed to struggle more to
transform sketches towords (or did not see the value of such
tasks) than they did to construct a sketch based on a formula.
This finding is not often reported in other domains, and may
be due to traditional physics instruction often emphasizing
mathematical formalism. Thus, a representational compe-
tence approach to quantummechanics (and perhaps physics
more generally) may need to emphasize more this trans-
formation into words. Future work could continue to make
more concrete predictions of what representational compe-
tence looks like in these domains.
When considering how to teach we combined sketching
with visual learning from simulations, a relatively novel
approach in science education [66]. We adopted a construc-
tivist approach in that activity design emphasized asking
students to go beyond the information that was presented to
them. We leveraged the advantages of sketching as a
constructive process that requires students to make their
current understanding explicit in visual form, to make
specific choices in order to make their ideas concrete, and
to organize information to support deep processing. In
general, we found that student engagement with the sketch-
ing tasks was high, as essentially all students completed the
sketches suggesting that they saw value in this way to learn.
We designed a broad range of sketching tasks, including
some in phase 1 prior to working with the simulation (with
facilitator and peer support) and some in phase 2 with the
simulation (that could be completed as homework). We
identified six distinct reasons to sketch, which were
sequenced in a specific way, exploring both when and
why to sketch. We drew upon broad theoretical principles,
for example, theories of representational competence [3]
and inventing to prepare for future learning [68]. These
gave us some key design requirements.
For example, the least constructive types of sketching (to
activate prior knowledge and to observe) were purposefully
placed at the beginning of each phase of the activities to
develop students’ understanding before the more cogni-
tively demanding tasks that drew upon this understanding.
Success in these tasks is important for them to fulfill their
intended roles. Our findings indicate that students do indeed
find these the easiest tasks to perform correctly with a very
high fraction of sketches being accurate and complete. As
another example, IPFL theory indicates that invention
should make salient key aspects of a situation so that
students can learn from subsequently presented canonical
representations (in our case in the simulation). Success in
this task is much less relevant for it to fulfill its intended role.
However, the sequence of tasks was not uniquely
determined by theory, with key choices also made on
the basis of our understanding of specific student difficul-
ties. For example, the physics and representational context
implied that the invention sketching task required scaffold-
ing in the form of prior transformation tasks. Moreover,
both practitioner knowledge and iterative design following
a DBR approach were needed to refine the activities. The
refinement aimed to optimize the sketching tasks in terms
of their roles, e.g., via improvements to task wording and
extra scaffolding. Given the link between high-quality
sketches and learning (e.g., Refs. [52,63]), additional
support that enables students to create high-quality
sketches could benefit students in future iterations of the
activities (e.g., via prompts to check that prior knowledge
has been considered and all information has been included
in the sketch).
The key message of this research is that the design and
sequencing of sketching tasks needs to be carefully
matched to the pedagogical rationale. There is not only
one time and one reason to sketch. In this respect, we
believe that the outcomes of this research show how these
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described sketching tasks act as design principles [40]. For
example, Cobb et al. [41] suggested that “the claim that
invented representations are good for mathematics and
science learning probably has some merit, but it specifies
neither the circumstances in which these representations
might be of value nor the learning processes involved and
the manner in which they are supported.” Our design
principle following the research is now specific, and is
that asking students to invent their own representation of
the time evolution of an energy eigenfunction prior to
working with the simulation has specific value, draws upon
students’ meta-representational competence as well as their
understandings of quantum mechanics and benefits from
collaboration with other students and earlier scaffolding.
In keeping with a DBR approach, we will continue to
refine our work to inform theory and improve our practice.
For example, these activities did not include reflective
sketching after completing work with the simulation. Yet
this is not because we believe it is unproductive, as it may
well help students remember and prompt further metacog-
nitive insight. Rather, these activities did not have time to
include it, and so we will explore it in future in other
activities. We also do not claim that the six sketching tasks
described here present a sufficient set of sketching tasks for
the visual learning of quantum mechanics. For example,
students could benefit from revising their drawings once
they have interacted with simulations in the ways described
by Wu and Rau [66] and considered by Chi [51] as
interactive (more cognitively demanding and potentially
even more beneficial than constructive tasks). Moreover,
we found that sketching implemented for one specific role
can have further value in other areas. For example,
sketching is known to facilitate dialogue and discussion
between peers and with instructors [80]. In our work, we
found that sketches allow instructors to very quickly assess
how well students were progressing. Instructors could thus
provide targeted feedback if necessary, helping students
overcome misunderstandings or stretching them to see new
perspectives. Similarly, sketching can also play a role in
summative as well as formative assessment of quantum
mechanics understanding (e.g., Refs. [53,90]). Our
approach suggests rather than looking for the single “best”
way to sketch we should elucidate all the many reasons to
sketch (as well as considering when not to do so).
In designing, implementing, and evaluating sketching
tasks around interactive tutorials, we found that students
could develop their representational competence in quan-
tum mechanics, becoming increasingly able to interpret and
construct visual representations central to the field. They
could also sometimes transform representations from one
form to another, although this (as theory suggests) still
remained difficult. As we argued in the introduction, expert
physicists sketch for many reasons; our research suggests
so too should students learning quantum mechanics. The
diversity of roles sketching can play in developing stu-
dents’ representational competence is evident given how
many theory-based activities we developed in only two
tutorial topics. Future work can design and develop further
sketching activities in other topics, and then evidence
whether and how students’ understanding is transformed
if a whole curriculum adopts this approach.
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